MAHEC
by Backpack Matt

The first brigade I worked with as a Shoulder to Shoulder brigade coordinator was MAHEC. They
arrived on February 10th and stayed until the 22nd. It was a group of ten people comprised of five
doctors, a pharmacist, a pharmacy student, a medical student, a psychiatrist, and the son of one of
the doctors. MAHEC stands for Mountain Area Health Education Center and is located in North
Carolina. We had a filled itinerary for their stay here, and I spent a lot of time not only organizing and
coordinating activities but also confirming and reconfirming them. I think my past experience
organizing camps in Malaysia had prepared me well for these tasks. I was used to having people
ignore phone calls, agree to something only to forget later, and read messages and not respond. It
was challenging, but at the same rewarding to be able to overcome those obstacles and have what I
thought was a great brigade.

After about five hours crammed into a bus from the airport, we arrived in La Esperanza where we
spent the first night. The following morning I gave a short walking tour of the city and we visited la
gruta which is a religious site that overlooks the city, the public baths (which are a lot nicer than they
sound), and the favorite gringo coffee shop la fuente. Afterwards, we piled back into the bus and
made our way to Camasca where they would spend the duration of their time. They were set up in
the basement of the Evangelical church, where there were three rooms with bunk beds and a larger
common area with tables. Working with us throughout the brigade were Eduardo, a translator, Alan

who is Gustavo’s son (Gustavo is the other coordinator), Yeni (pronounced Jenny), and Nila. Yeni
was our chef for the week and her experience cooking in restaurants in the U.S. paid off. We ate like
kings. Nila assisted Yeni in the kitchen, which normally meant making the tortillas, as well as other
general cleaning. They were a fantastic team with whom I spoke and listened to a lot of Spanish.

We followed the same schedule for all of the weekdays. Breakfast would be ready by seven, and by
eight we were off to one of two locations. Every day two doctors would be assigned to stay in the
health center in Camasca and assist the doctors there with seeing patients. I accompanied them
most days as a translator, so that I could be in town for other meetings and because I didn’t trust
myself to drive a manual truck. The rest of the brigade would head out into a different community
each day to perform house visits. Camasca is an area that is made up of several aldeas (small
villages) and the poor quality of roads, coupled with the lack of transportation, makes it difficult for
some folks to come into the center of town to receive medical treatment. The psychiatrist, on the
other hand, had a slightly different schedule. He wanted to try to reach out to people in town to come
talk to him about their problems, something that has rarely, if ever, been offered to the people of
Camasca. To get the word out Dr. Tom and I visited the local radio station. We announced his
presence in the clinic and talked about a few of the stigmas about mental health. A great resource
during this process was Profe Edwin, who spoke more bluntly on the radio. He acknowledged that
there was abuse, alcoholism, and drug addiction within the community and here was someone who

wanted to help. Although the talk we attempted to organize fell through when the power went out, Dr.
Tom was still able to spend two days in the high school working with students in a one on one
setting. He told me that there were some powerful stories and he felt inspired to return in August with
the next MAHEC brigade with more psychiatrists and to try to set up a more lasting type of support
system.

In addition to administering medical care, the brigade had a lot of fun in the community. There were
afternoon soccer games on the smaller indoor court with kids in town. Many folks enjoyed walking up
to the top of the mountain for the valley views below. Profe Iris had us up for juice and watermelon
one evening. We visited the rocks of the sun for a stunning sunset. Dr. Tom and I were invited back
on the radio later in the week where we assisted Profe Edwin with a raffle. Dr. Tom would draw the
name, announce the number, and hand me the paper. My job was to decipher the name and
hometown, and then give a short thanks for participating! Or good luck next time! A few people from
home were able to find the link and listen to me obnoxiously rolling my R’s and getting very into the
character of radio station host. The most entertaining activity of the week was our trip on Saturday to
a waterfall about one hour away. We rented a minibus for the day, packed lunches that Yeni
prepared for us, and drove to Colomancagua. The waterfall was part of the river that divides
Honduras and El Salvador. Due to the small number of Hondurans that can swim, we had the place
all to ourselves. It was a relaxing day off and one of the memorable places I’ve been to in Honduras.

The last day in Camasca was eventful, to say the least. After organizing a farewell dinner for the
brigade with all of the Hondurans who had assisted us, I was informed by Dr. Rolyn, who works in
the clinic, that it was not sufficient. He said there needed to be a ceremony at the bilingual school.
Early the next morning, with the help of the teachers at the bilingual school, we scrambled to put
together a small presentation. There was the national anthem, traditional dancing, and handmade
thank you cards. We also gave the kids a short talk about washing hands, brushing teeth, and
avoiding junk food. Although I’m not a fan of taking the kids away from their learning to appease
foreigners, I do think everyone enjoyed themselves. The other big part of the last day in Camasca
was a talk at the high school. I had spoken with Profe Edwin ahead of time and he gave me a list of
topics to discuss that included values, motivation, drugs and alcohol, sexuality and hygiene. The
brigade strategized the night before and came up with some superb ideas to get the kids involved
and talking. They handed out statistics written in Spanish on small notecards to the kids, and as a
class, we decided if they were true or false. Then we had them write anonymous questions that we
answered. I was shocked at the lack of knowledge in some cases. I realized that there aren’t many
resources available about these issues, but not having these discussions creates a dangerous gap
of information that contributes to things like teenage pregnancy and alcohol and drug use. We made

it clear that we were not there to tell kids what to do, but to provide them with as much information as
possible so that they can make informed decisions, and know all of the risks associated with them. I
do think the students benefitted a lot from the talks, just as I know my cheeks were bright red the
entire time as I did some of the more sensitive translations.

And just like that, it was time for the brigade to head home. I want to thank Dr. Amy, Dr. Brittney, Dr.
Brian, Dr. Kyle, Dr. Rebecca, Irene, Kaitlyn, Caleb, Dr. Tom, and Braxton for their hard work and
service to the people of Camasca. We anxiously await their return.
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